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lectrostatic loudspeakers are

brilliant - but difficult.And
expensive. Not surPrising then

that the budget ElectroMotion

from Martin Logan has been a

success. Priced around {3300

it is a justifiable and affordable purchase

to many. it consPicuously delivers electro-

static quality, yet is largely free of electro_

static problems - one being size

I use electrostatics out of choice

and have been using Electrol'lotions for

some time.They easily fit into my tyPical

lTft longVictorian lounge and not only

perform beautifully, but attract both

attention and praise. Even non-hi-fi people

latch onto their transParency and Pin_

sharp imaginS immediately. Now Martin

LoSan have introduced a model one notch

up, the ElectroMotion ESL X (El'4 ESL X)'

Teviewed here.

ln a nutshell, this new upgraded

ElectroMotion costs more at 14'498,

but has stronger and deePer bass from a

more complex bass cabinet The comPany

have also enlarged and imProved the

Xstat electrostatic Panel to sound slightly

smoother
A maior drawback of electrostatics

is that as panel loudspeakers, they must

be large to produce bass.The ESL X is

a hybrid desiSn, using a tall, slim electro-
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REVIEW

static midrange/treble panel that
works from 400Hi lpward. Lower
frequencies are handled by a conven-
tional bass cabinet fitted wirh cone
drive units, minimising frontal area.

As a result the 'speaker is jusr 24 cm
(9.5in) wide. Producing bass in a small

lower cabinet keeps size right down;
as hi-fi loudspeakers to the ESL X is

un-intrusive because it is naTrow and

mostly see-through.
But at around 5ft hith, measuring

l50cm (59in) in this dimension,
atainst the l00cm (3ft) or so of most
floorstanders this loudspeaker still
has presence.The see-through nalure
of the Xstat panel and its shallow
depth of just 5cm do however
usefully lessen visual impact Only
the bass cabinet is on the hefty side

but it is hardly Fryantuan, measlrint
53cm (2lin) deep.Weight is 23.6kgs

(52lbs) apiece, makinS them heavy

but not immovable.

The bass cabinet carries a

forward-firint 8in bass midrange
unit that works up to 400H2, whilst

The forward firing gin bass unit
reaches down to SOHZ; it does
not handle low bass. A light flex-
ible grille offerc protection.

Note the high feet, to give
the port clearance.

behind it on the rear panel lurks
another 8in unit that handles only
frequencies below l00Hz, acting to
increase cone area and bass acoustic
power at low frequencies.They are

loaded by a reflex chamber havjnt a

flared port firint downwards to the
floor,

It! this subwoofer that enables

the ESL X to to low delivering
subsonics our measurements showed.

And it is the primary dislintuishing
feature belween the ESL X and

the less expensive ESL that I use

(which has unintrusive bass).The

feet are high to give the port ground
clearance, and they offer the option
of spikes or rubber feet.

The rear connecting panel has

bi-wire connections with links.The
high frequency input connects to
the Xstat panel alone so it can be

electrically isolated from the bass bin

and driven bi-wired or even bi-amped

if wished.

ln case you are unhmiliar with
electrostatics, they need a high

voltage polarisinS power supply

demanding mains connection. Martin
Logan arrante this using a wall-wart
power supply (100V-240V), sending

low voltage (l5V d.c.) throuSh a slim,

circular 3mm cross-secrion black

cable loft (3m) Iont that can be

easily concealed.A small blue LED

on the rear lithts blue to confirm

POWer iS On.

Althouth hiSh voltage is applied

to the fron! and rear perforated
plates, they are insulated and

total charte is less than that of
a cathode 14/ TV screen, Martin
Logan say - not dangerous. Peter
Walker of Quad warned me lont
ato that it is lhe output of the
aldio step-up transformer that
can bi!e, not the voltage on the
plates - but it is not exposed.

Martin Logan\ panel

switches off after 4 seconds in
the absence of a sitnal and this
prevents it collecting dust, or
moisture in the tropics, they
say. lt can be Hoovered and

even punctured and conlinue
working without sparking,

unlike my Quad ESL-57s long

ago, as damage (possibly from
over-drive) and dust built up.

lYartin LoSan have banished

all the issues that make

an electrostatic loudspeaker
'difficult' to the average user,

as opposed to the dedicated
audiophile, and in so doing

have broutht hiSh-end qualily
down to the masses - well, those

Front and rear petforated
grilles sandwich the clear
el ectrostatica I ly ch arged f ilm,
giving a see-through assembly.
The plates are coated with a
protective insulant,

with f3k in their pocket. Crucially,
in my experience, sound from their
electrostatic film Xstat panel isn't
compromised by obstructive stators
or Protection covers.

Most people'geC electrostatics
directly they hear rhem, but some
dont get them at all. ln describing the
ElectroMotion ESL X I'll cover both
ways of seeint things since this helps
illuminate what it does, and perhaps

what such a hybrid cannot do for
some listeneTs,

The ElectroMotion ESL X Xstat
electrostatic panel and box bass bin

come from different worlds - and
yo! can hear the disparity. But at

. the same time you can hear unique

strentths too. I acclimatise to the
apparent mis-match of character
between the litht, open airy natlre
of the Xstat panel and the heavien

warmer box-bound bass !niL even

though I have used an open-dipole
Celestion SL6000 bass unit in the
past beneath Quad ESL-63S, thar
matched in betler. Some prefer to
stay with the more consistent sound
of a conventional loudspeaken blt an

electaostatic is so uncoloured and

revealint it is in another world - and

it makes reviewint a doddle!
The Xstat panel of the ESL X is

even and coherent across the audio
band, ignoring the 400H2 crossover,

in a wa),, no multi-driver speaker can

be.And by curving the panel, Martin
LoSan have eliminated the phase

cancellations intrinsic to a flat panel,

resulting in a smooth and even sound
all round. as our measurements
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on this little understood waY of
producing bass.

S0U]'ll, QUAIITY
I used our trusty Quad QMP
mono block power amplifiers

initially, for smooth upper

treble and prodigious bass.

However, the Icon Audio

ST-30se sintle-ended valve

power amplifier (reviewed

elsewhere in this issue)

was a delicious match in

sonic terms, backing up

my preference here: valves

offer a smoother, timbrally
sophisticated and more

dimensional sound than

transistor amplifiers,

coming across as natural

and unforced throLish a

good electrostatic.

Sources were

an Oppo BDP-105D

Universal player to spin

CD and act as a DAC for
an Astell&Kern AK- 120

digital player, deliverint hiSh-

resolution digital fi les.

lYartin Logan! Xstat panel

sounds as clear as it looks.And since

it covers a large part of the audio

band that simply means you get

stunning clariq,, and a comPete lack

of colour or the smoothinS effect of
dynamic drive units that erase low_

level detail.

The larger Xstat Panel of the

ESL X is undoubtedly more even

sounding than the smaller and slightly

sharper soundinS ElectroMotion

(Ef4 ESL) yet its increased Panel

area delivers more treble Power and

in this sense it takes no Prisoners,
coming across as forthright and

projective at high frequencies.

Fleetwood I'lac's'Dreams'

(24196) was characterised by hard

cymbal crashes and very obvious

leading edge treble from strummed

guitar strints but the vocals of Stevie

Nicks were superbly clear at centre

state in true electrostatic fashion

With this track kick drum had

depth and power: but whilst bass

was well damped and followed the

tune. it came across as a tad warm
.and heavy sounding all the same. lt
is near impossible to get away from

this change of character between

open panel and box bass in a h)'brid

any box

The rear carries an gin low-
bass unit bi-wire inquts that
allow Xstat panel and bass
bin to be electricallY sqlit, and
a small 15V d.c, suPPlY inPut
socket, with blue LED indicator
to conlirm power. A rear grille
is supplied.

confiTm.

lf you want more info on the

ESL X, l'4artin Logan make both a

brochure and the owners manual

available on their website-And I see

our open-dipole subwoofer DIY

article,April 1996, is to be found

on DIY Audio website (Google

Celestion SL-6000); it Sives more info

I also used ourTimesteP

Evo runed Technics SL- I2l0 Mk2

turntable, fitted with Sf4E309 arm

"you won't hear
loudspeaker, no matter how
expensive, that sounds quite

like the ESL X electrostatics

and Ortofon A95 moving coil (MC)

cartridte feedint an Icon Audio

PS3 Mkll all-valve phono stage.The

clarity and analysis of an electrostatic

loudspeaker especially suits LP

A large port fires downwards toward the floor This loads the reat

drive unit and has an output that reaches right down to produce

subsonrcs. The feet have rubber pads that conceal spikes that can

be used as an oqtion,

- subiectively the two are far aPart.

It doesnt especially worry me

because I am used to it and have

learnt to accept the mismatch in

order to enjoy the unique qualities

of the XStat panel. But I mention this

because not everyone feels the same.

The hard cymbal crashes were

in the recording, which was after all

made a long dme a8o (1977).The

point here is that the large Xstat
panel of the ESL X is both revealing

and proiective; poor recordinSs that

may sound quite good on other
loudspeakers all of a sudden have

their faults revealed.

CDs that I have used as source

material in the past came across as

sharp and messy in their treble, the

Martin Logans hithlightint distortion

emanating from the analogue-to-

ditilal convertor (ADc) of the

recording studio, these things being

the root cause of dititalt ills
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The rear low
bass unit
is covered
by a simple
gri e, lor tidy
appeafance
and some Pro-
tection too.

Even though lYartin Logan have

rolled down high-frequency outPut to
reduce sound power (see Measured

Performance) the large Xstat Panel

by no means sounds warm or laid-

back. However. with clean source

material from top-quality CDs, hi-res

or LP these loudspeakers offer sweet

treble, especially throuSh the lcon

Audio ST-30se amplifier:

The complex finger Picking of
guitar strinSs in Fleetwood l'1ac's

'Never Going Back'was teased out in

vivid detail, the lightning speed of the

electrostatic panel giving lucid insitht

of plectrum aSainst strinSs, events

being cleanly delineated without blur

or smear. lt was a lovely performance,

vivid yet natural at the same time

- and also fast.

The ability to see ritht into

string instruments, as it were, and

to present them in all-of-a-Piece

from one drive unit, brought body

and insight to Nitel Kennedy's violin.

Playing l'aassenets'Meditation' he

stood tall in front of me. his Strad

havint a loomint acoustic Presence
centre stage because of the sheer

resolving power of the Xstat Panel-

There was no phaseiness either;
I could move up or down and it
affected what I heard not one iot.
This brought body to the instrument,

tiving it a big vivacious presence.

Which brings me onto ima8int,

which with electrostatics is always

somethint special.The 5ft hiSh

Xstat panel is what is known as a

'line source';it is not a point source.

A phase-coherent line source like

this images very sharply across the

soundstate - at any heitht.The
soundstage remains consistent at all

levels so whatever heitht you listen

at the sound is the same - unlike

multi-driver speakers and the

overall impression is one of a larte

canvas stretched out in front of the

listener that is perfectly focussed and

stable.

The ESL X does'bit'.lt has a bit
soundstage and goes loud with ease,

putting up the London SymPhonY

Orchestra playing'Mars', from The

Planets. in massive form across the

room in front of me, kettle drums

thunderint in convincing fashion,

without boom or overhant.

There! another point to be made

here: bass didn't boom even with the

low dampinS Actor ofthe ST-3ose

amplifier because oftood acoustic

damping within the bass bin. So whilst

bass was fulsome, helping make the

speakers sound bi8 and powerful, it was

controlled too,

coilctustoil
The ESL X is a bi8 electrostatic at a

small price - as electrostatics to. You

won't hear any box loudsPeakei no

matter how expensive, that sounds

quite like the ESL X. Electrostatics just

sound diferent and the 5ft hiSh see-

through XStat panel ofthis'budgeC

lD,brid is one of the best in the business;

I know because l've heard them all.

Think fabulous insiSht and deeP

detail, no colour and vivid speed.

There's an airy lighmess to the sound

but it is ina€uably accurate our
measurements show more so than

most else in fact, because iust one

drive unit,the Xstat panel, covers most

of the audio band. Martin LoSan have

squeezed bi8 into little with this model,

almost without compromise - and

that\ its Sreat strength. lf your pockets

go deep enough. you have to hear iL

MEASURTII PTBI(IRMANCI
Frequency response of the ElectroMotion

ESL X is shown in ourthird"octave

analysis of pink noise. The Xstat panel

ofthe X version is smoother acrcss the

midband than its smaller cousin. lt also

has a distinctive slow roll off in high"

frequency output above SkHzg Put both

together and the ESL X will sound less

foMad, smoother and more easy going.

By any standard the Xstat electrostatic

panel gives very even output allthe way

from 400H2 up to 16kHz and is strong

around 3kHz so detail will be made

obvious,

The forward fidng bass unit extends

output down to 80H2,output ofthe pon

reaches down to 20H2, our red tmce

FBEQUE'VCY FESPONSE

Green - drtver output
Red - port output

shows. The port is broadly tuned so will

acoustically damp the rear unit strongly

and this is obvious from the impedance

trace that lacks residual peaks that arjse

lrom a typical narrow-tuned and resonant

port. ESL X bass will be stronq but well

damped and tuneful, measurement

suggests. The 'speaker will al$o produce

subsonics.

Sensitivity was respectable at 88dB

SPt from one norninal Watt (2.8V) at

one metre, about as expected, if 3dB

below Martin Logan't quoted 91dB.

The 'speaker still needs only 40 Watts

or so to run very louq, $o high Power

amplifiers are not essential. l\4easured

with music"like pink noise impedance

worked out at a low 4 ohms and our

impedance trace shows 3 ohms from

20Hz up to 800H2 with a smooth

resistive characteristic so the ESL X

draws current and mav well highliglf

differences between amplifiers.

The Xstat paneldescends to 1.6

0hms at 20kHz lMartin Logan $aY and

that is shown here too. Valve amps set

to 4 ohrns can cope with this easily,

and so can mosttransistor ampliliers;

overload with lMP3 files is a possibjlity at

high volume.

the ElectroMotion ESL x has far

greater bass outputthan the smaller and

simpler EM ESL, as well as smoother

panel output. lt has been voiced to

have powerful bass that is well damped

and runs deep, providing an altogether

smoother and bigger bodied sound. NK

MARTIN LOGAN
ETECTROMOTION
ESL X f4,498

ooooo
0UTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
Fabulously big sound, with
claity and insight unrivalled

by conventional loudspeakers.

A wo d apart.

FOR

- clarity and speed

- strong bass
- imaging

AGAINST
- need mains Power
- tall

box bass

Absolute Sounds

+44 {0)20 89713909

wwwabsolutesounds.com
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